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 Characters Giovanni: An Italian nobleman, Luigi is Giovanni's brother. Luigi: An Italian nobleman, he is Giovanni's brother. Aurelio: A very handsome courtier. He is apparently in love with Luna. Luna: A very beautiful courtier, she is apparently in love with Aurelio. She is a daughter of the Seigneur, and is thus treated with great respect. Lorenzo: A nobleman, Giovanni's uncle. Ser Abunoa, the
Captain of the Guard: A huge, burly black man. The Knight of the Guard: One of Lorenzo's cousins. He has a reputation for carrying on with women. Madame Beatrice: An aristocratic woman, Lorenzo's aunt. She is quite beautiful, and her arrival in the palace during the wedding festivities causes a great commotion. Sancho, Antonio, and Pedro: The Duke's servants. Plot Introduction The story of The

Taming of the Shrew takes place in the fictional country of Boiardo, which is a kingdom situated on the coast of northern Italy. Boiardo is ruled by Duke Lorenzo, and Lorenzo is married to Beatrice. Lorenzo's uncle is also a duke, and his daughter is a very beautiful girl named Luna. Luna is very much in love with the handsome and beautiful courtier Aurelio, but Luna's father, the Seigneur, has
forbidden her from seeing Aurelio because Aurelio is only a knight, which is beneath Luna's station. Aurelio is also married to another noblewoman, Antonia, but Aurelio had been having an affair with Antonia's maid, Beatrice. Lorenzo's jealous cousin, and the Knight of the Guard, is also named Antonio, and he is planning to destroy Aurelio and Antonia's marriage. The Gathering of the Guests The

Seigneur, Lorenzo's father, has invited the Duke and his wife to a great feast at his palace in Boiardo. Lorenzo is furious with Beatrice for arranging the marriage between her daughter Luna and Aurelio, but Beatrice is distraught because she had been expecting Luna to be married to her brother. When the Seigneur and his wife arrive at the palace to attend the feast, everyone is very busy with
preparations for the feast. The Seigneur and his wife are greeted at the entrance of the palace, and they are 82157476af
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